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Ke Machine-Part Cell Formation Problem (MPCFP) is a NP-Hard optimization problem that consists in grouping machines and
parts in a set of cells, so that each cell can operate independently and the intercell movements are minimized. Kis problem has
largely been tackled in the literature by using diWerent techniques ranging from classic methods such as linear programming
to more modern nature-inspired metaheuristics. In this paper, we present an eZcient parallel version of the Migrating Birds
Optimization metaheuristic for solving the MPCFP. Migrating Birds Optimization is a population metaheuristic based on the
V-Flight formation of the migrating birds, which is proven to be an eWective formation in energy saving.Kis approach is enhanced
by the smart incorporation of parallel procedures that notably improve performance of the several sorting processes performed by
the metaheuristic. We perform computational experiments on 1080 benchmarks resulting from the combination of 90 well-known
MPCFP instances with 12 sorting conagurations with and without threads. We illustrate promising results where the proposal is
able to reach the global optimum in all instances, while the solving time with respect to a nonparallel approach is notably reduced.

1. Introduction

Ke Machine-Part Cell Formation Problem (MPCFP) is
based on the well-known Group Technology (GP) [1] widely
used in themanufacturing industry.Ke goal of theMPCFP is
to organize amanufacturing plant in a set of cells that contain
a limited number of machines and parts, but minimize the
cell-interchange of parts. Ke purpose is to reduce costs
and increase productivity. Ke MPCFP is known to be NP-
Hard, so there is always the challenge of producing high
quality solutions in a limited time interval. During the last
years, several techniques have successfully been applied to
this problem, from mathematical methods such as linear
programming [2] to classic metaheuristics such as particle
swarm optimization [3] and more modern ones such as
artiacial ash swarms [4].

In this paper, we present a new and eZcient parallel
version of the Migrating Birds Optimization metaheuristic

for solving theMPCFP.MigratingBirdsOptimization (MBO)
is a population-basedmetaheuristic inspired by the V-shaped
hight employed by birds when they migrate. Kis technique
is known to be very eWective for energy saving during
hying. Kis interesting approach is enhanced by precisely
integrating parallel procedures particularly for the eZcient
sorting of birds and neighboring solutions. It results in a
notable improvement in terms of performance of the whole
solving process. We perform computational experiments
by using 90 well-known MPCFP instances, 2 well-known
sorting algorithms, 1 sequential conaguration, and 5 thread
conagurations (1, 4, 8, 16, and 32) resulting in a total of 1080
benchmarks. Ke obtained results are encouraging where the
proposal is able to reach the global optimum in all instances,
while the solving time with respect to a nonparallel approach
is notably reduced.

Ke outline of the study is as follows. In Section 2, we give
some information on the related work. Section 3 describes
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